
Arya.ai offers an easy to use ‘AI Operating

Platform’ for insurers to automate and

augment expert decisioning using

autonomous AI across core functions -

underwriting, claims, audit & risk monitoring;

all on the same platform.

An UW rule engine, supplied by the re-

insurer, was in use and it was able to

underwrite traditional and standard user

profiles. Complex cases were, however,

largely manually underwritten. Given the

expansion plans, manual cases are

projected to drastically increase the

underwriters' load. Typical underwriting

processes involve requirement of exhaustive

additional data, resulting in back and forth

communications with customers. Lots of

effort were focused on low-value tasks,

spanning across different tools resulting in

significant loss of productivity. This

increased the TAT for decisions, harming

the customer experience and resulting in

customer dropouts.

The customer onboarded Arya.ai as an AI

Underwriting partner to deploy AUM to

increase automation coverage, work as an

assistive underwriter to pre-qualify the

applications, at the point of sale (POS) to pre-

and help sales to improve the channel

conversion rates. In addition to increasing AI-

STP proportion, AUM module augmented

underwriters efforts on complex cases by

flagging information requirements while

monitoring financial and medical risks and

creating a comprehensive case assessment for

underwriters to quicker processing.

AI  HELPS  LIFE  INSURANCE  TO  GROW  WITHOUT

IMPACTING  CLAIMS  PERFORMANCE

Overview
The customer is one of India's largest

private Life insurance companies. They have

a good presence in metropolitan areas and

plan to expand to enter Tier II markets

while also increasing penetration in current

markets.

Client case study

Impact

46%

44%

48%

Automation of current manual underwriting in

addition to current rule engine processed cases

Reduction in TAT from sourcing to issuance

Improvement in UWs productivity with assisted

case assessment on complex cases

hello@arya.ai

The engagement's objective was 

to support new business with faster

underwriting responses while ensuring higher

policy counts without increasing underwriting

expenses or impacting the claims

performance. Arya.ai’s Autonomous

Underwriting Management (AUM) was

deployed to support these aims.

18%
Improvements in channel conversion ratios
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